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To more fully understand the dynamics in de-
veloped markets, and the needs of small mer-
chants, McKinsey extended its annual U.S.
Small Business Acquiring Panel to include
Canada and the United Kingdom in 2013. The
panel now covers nearly 3,000 small mer-
chants across three of the largest payments
markets in the world. Importantly, small busi-
nesses drive a major portion of acquiring in-
dustry profits in these markets; in the U.S., for
instance, the small business segment accounts
for roughly two-thirds (~$10 billion) of ac-
quiring revenues.

The results of the expanded panel have impli-
cations for global acquirers operating across
the U.S., Canada and the UK, domestic play-
ers looking to expand, and local providers
keen to grow their presence in the small mer-
chant acquiring marketplace.

Market shifts

The competitive landscape for merchant 

acquiring in Canada, the UK and the U.S.
is changing quickly. Innovative entrants
are offering new value propositions and
disrupting the traditional acquiring cus-
tomer base. Mobile point-of-sale (mPOS)
providers like Square, payleven, SumUp
and iZettle are deepening relationships
with small merchants. At the same time, to
varying degrees, regulatory changes are
changing the playing field. In the U.S., the
Durbin Amendment has dramatically im-
pacted small business profitability by re-
ducing debit interchange rates. In Europe,
pending Payment Service Directive regula-
tions governing third-party payments
providers will open up competition to play-
ers like iZettle and Stripe. Regulation con-
tinues to play an important role in
Canadian payments, particularly at the in-
terface of merchants and other entities in
the value chain (e.g., the recent Canadian
Competition Tribunal ruling on dismissing 
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the case against Visa and MasterCard, and
the Code of Conduct for the Credit and
Debit Card Industry).

Common needs  

For merchant acquirers, common needs
among the small business segment in
Canada, the U.K. and the U.S. indicate an
important opportunity for broader scaling of
services. All three countries are large, ma-
ture, sophisticated markets with sizable and
attractive economics; they are also slower-
growth markets. In the U.S., small busi-
nesses drive only one-fifth of card volumes,
but roughly two-thirds of acquiring rev-
enues, due to the segment’s wider acquiring
spreads (Exhibit 1). 

Merchant needs and motivators are broadly
similar across these markets. Grouped by
their attitudes toward payments services,
merchants clustered into three major seg-
ments (Exhibit 2, page 44): 

• One-third are cost minimizers, whose pri-
mary concern is to reduce the overall cost
of payments. Merchant acquirers focused
on these businesses need to articulate a
clear value proposition and should focus
on pricing-led incentives. 

• More than one-fourth of the merchants
are customer enablers, chiefly concerned
with giving their customers convenient
payment choices to drive sales. 
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• The third major cluster—simplicity-
focused—value the convenience of having
payments services integrated with their
banking services. This group represents
one-fifth of merchants surveyed. For inde-
pendent acquirers, reaching this signifi-
cant group will require strong bank
referral partnerships. 

In choosing a specific POS provider, mer-
chants across the three markets also look to
similar criteria (Exhibit 3); pricing and re-
liability are the top two priorities in each
country (reliability trumps pricing only in
the U.S.). Beyond the top two, the criteria
shake out with some subtle but significant
differences in ranking. For instance, UK
and Canadian merchants rank strong risk
and fraud controls as their third-highest 

priority, while U.S. merchants show less
concern, ranking fraud and risk seventh.
Instead, U.S. merchants rank fast payout
and settlement as the third most important
criteria. One of the more stark contrasts re-
lates to international payments capabilities:
one in every four Canadian and British
merchants ranked this as a significant
driver, while in the U.S. only a handful
ranked these capabilities as drivers. Mer-
chants in all geographies, meanwhile,
placed limited importance on acquirers’
value-added services (e.g., marketing, loy-
alty) in making their choice.

In each market, overall satisfaction levels are
high, leading to relatively sticky relation-
ships with acquirers. However, according to
the panel results, overall fees remain the 
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biggest concern from small merchants, who
are willing to switch if the price is right. 

As for channel usage, merchants across the
markets have a fragmented channel experi-
ence today, with the majority operating in
either retail channels or online. Few have
multichannel offerings. The fragmented
landscape represents a clear market share
opportunity for payments providers (retail
or online) that can develop an integrated
offering.

Critical differences

Acquirers operating across Canada, the UK
and the U.S.—or those seeking to do so—
can find common ground based on signifi-
cant overlap in the needs and priorities of
small merchants. At the same time, notable 

differences in the competitive landscapes of
the markets require tailoring for each op-
portunity. 

To begin, the level of acquirer consolidation
varies greatly. The UK market is highly con-
centrated, with two providers—Worldpay
and Barclays—accounting for over 80 per-
cent of acquiring volumes; the independent
sales organization (ISO) market is relatively
nascent but growing quickly and will likely
be a major force soon. Players like Glory-
dale, Payfficiency and FIS merchant services
are competing for the small business seg-
ment and pressuring pricing levels. Canada,
similarly, has a high degree of concentration,
with a handful of providers such as Moneris,
Global Payments and TD covering more
than half of the market, in addition to In-

Top drivers for selecting merchant acquirer
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terac, a local debit scheme. The U.S. market,
by contrast, is fragmented, with more play-
ers and a range of competing provider mod-
els that drives intense competition.  

There are additional differences between the
small businesses markets in the three coun-
tries. For instance, bank-based providers are
most common in the UK and Canada, with
merchants often obtaining payments services
from their main bank. Moreover, trade asso-
ciations are an important influence in the UK
(Federation of Small Businesses) and Canada
(Canadian Federation of Independent Busi-
nesses). Leading acquirers in these countries
have relationships with major trade associa-
tions to drive new business (e.g., Chase Pay-
mentech’s partnership with the Canadian
Federation of Independent Businesses). 

Square’s initial foray into Canada illustrates
the importance of taking market differences
into account. Square retained its 2.75 per-
cent cost for accepting payments, despite the
fact that interchange rates in Canada differ
from those in the U.S., Square’s home mar-
ket. Additionally, Interac—Canada’s domes-
tic debit scheme—does not currently work
with Square, highlighting the importance of
country-specific payments solutions.  

Finally, expectations for the adoption of mo-
bile payments at the POS appear to be much
higher in the U.S. than in the UK and
Canada. In the U.S., about 60 percent of
small merchants have single-terminal con-
figurations that suggest a high potential for
rapid adoption over the next year or two. In
the U.K. and Canada mPOS does not appear

A focus on U.S. small business acquiring

Declining satisfaction: Average satisfaction with acquirers fell

modestly in the U.S. (from 3.7 to 3.5 on a 5-point scale). While

not pronounced, the shift suggests some frustration with major

providers. Acquirers should emphasize responsive customer serv-

ice (a key driver of switching) to maintain customer loyalty and

new services to deepen relationships.

Increasing focus on price: Price as a driver for choosing POS

and online acquirers grew in importance over last year, and pric-

ing was cited as the largest driver for switching.

High potential for mPOS disruption: One-half of small busi-

nesses are open to trying tablet-based POS, with roughly 60 per-

cent having single-terminal configurations, suggesting a high po-

tential for increased adoption. Acquirers need to lock in an mPOS

strategy, as it is likely to become a mainstream solution with high

strategic potential for new services.

Moderating enthusiasm for mobile commerce: While mer-

chants strongly believe mobile commerce will go mainstream,

their level of enthusiasm for key mobile drivers (e.g., conven-

ience, offers) is moderating. This shift mirrors a similar trend

seen in consumer attitudes, and suggests that the window of op-

portunity for large-scale deployment is as open now as it will

ever be. Acquirers should act quickly with engaged merchants to

scale programs.

Multichannel, multirelationship: While most small businesses

are multichannel (leveraging 1.7 channels on average), the ac-

quiring relationship is often fragmented. PayPal currently has a

high share in the online channel for multichannel merchants; the

question remains whether PayPal can cross the digital divide and

become a channel integrator, or whether retail POS providers can

make a play in the other direction.
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to be an immediate priority. For acquirers,
the stakes are high. First Data and Bank of
America Merchant Services, for example, are
promoting the Clover Station in the U.S., a
new tablet-based POS system. Other acquir-
ers, such as Vantiv, Global Payments and
Heartland, are striking alliances for new
mPOS providers to drive distribution. 

Implications for acquirers

For merchant acquirers serving small busi-
nesses in these markets, the risks and oppor-
tunities are significant. A valuable segment
is shifting its preferences and is open to re-
newed competition from a range of new
providers. Acquirers seeking success across
these markets should develop strong capa-
bilities in the following areas: 

■ Share best practices (for global players):
While there are differences, small busi-
nesses share a number of common priori-
ties and needs across markets. Successful
acquirers will focus on these areas of over-
lap to scale services in pricing, product of-
ferings and go-to-market strategies.

■ Get pricing right: Even “satisfied” small
merchants are open to switching their ac-
quirer relationship for the right price. In
addition, some new entrants are focusing
not just on lowest price but also on sim-
plified pricing models to drive acquisition. 

■ Determine mPOS strategy: With an im-
portant shift happening on POS plat-
forms, acquirers need to determine their
go-to-market strategy. Acquirers looking
to be aggressive will need either strong
partnership capabilities or internally built
solutions.  

■ Expand digital channels: With con-
sumers and businesses spending more
time in digital channels, acquirers need to
develop stronger solutions (e.g., online-
offline commerce) and drive merchant ac-
quisition activities to digital channels
(e.g., search engine, social). 

Small business acquiring will remain a
strategic anchor for many providers and will
continue to be a battleground for innovation
and improved services for years to come.
Winners will look to leverage advantages
across markets, and will choose a clear strat-
egy for the next horizon. 
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